
Whitherward streaming setup 
 

Due to the pandemic, all of our in-person performances for the foreseeable future were either cancelled 

or rescheduled. However, we wanted to still perform to our fans online, as we have a good audience in 

the US and abroad, and we regularly broadcast our live shows so we didn’t want to stop livestreaming. 

At first, we did livestream concerts and just traded songs back and forth, as the solution we were using 

(Discord) was more of a telephony solution and not a performance solution. There were a couple of 

pieces of software that would eventually allow us to put together a show that appears to the viewer 

that we are performing with audio and video in real time together. 

What’s real and what’s broadcast magic 
 

In our performances, we are actually playing together in (almost) real time; the audio you hear is us 

communicating together with around 40-60 ms of latency. We could have stopped here, but we realized 

that people like to see us on camera and most people who livestream audio are invariably livestreaming 

video. This presented a problem because the audio would be so far ahead of any video streaming we 

could do given the physics of the situation. So, the audio part is live and in near-real time, while the 

video is a combination of delays to make it appear to the viewer that we are performing live in real-time 

with both audio and video. 

The core part: Jamulus 
 

Jamulus is a free, open-source piece of software written by Volker Fischer, a German musician who 

needed a way to jam with his bandmates when they moved to different cities in Germany. It’s a real-

time communication software that allows for communication between multiple people with anywhere 

from 30-60 ms of delay, which is good enough to play together with. The lower the better, obviously, 

but around that time is good for real-time jamming and collaboration. 

This software is available for Windows, Mac, and Linux here: https://llcon.sourceforge.net 

Our Jamulus Setup 

Server and Hardware 
Jamulus can operate in client mode or server mode – the Windows version has two separate apps to 

make things a little easier in Windows – to allow you the option to run your own Jamulus server and 

have people connect to it. Jamulus can also connect to other servers that people host publicly around 

the world; those servers have registered with a central listing server that provides latency and client 

information so you know who’s where and how good the connection will be. 

Both Ashley and myself use audio interfaces for our audio inputs, which allow for the highest possible 

audio quality when streaming out through Jamulus. I use a Focusrite 18i/20 2nd Gen audio interface (a 

bit overkill for this setup, but it’s what I use in other recording projects), and this is what helps me run 

https://llcon.sourceforge.net/


Jamulus with the lowest latency possible. Jamulus utilizes this interface for both my audio inputs and the 

Jamulus mix (both Ashley and myself), so I’ll run the output of this mix to another small interface, a IK 

Multimedia iRig HD 2 (more on this later). For the mic, I use a Sennheiser e838 stage microphone, and I 

run my electric guitar and bass through a Line 6 POD HD500x. 

Ashley uses a Rode VideoMic portable shotgun condenser mic for her vocals and guitar, and this is 

plugged into a Griffin iMic. Her setup is a little unique in that she monitors the signal through her 

computer’s headphone output rather than the iMic’s headphone output – we had some issues with the 

iMic’s output that we have yet to resolve, but this seems to be working for now. 

Server setup 
For our purposes, I run a private Jamulus server on Windows that only myself and Ashley use in order to 

maximize the bandwidth available. Jamulus does not need much bandwidth, really – anywhere from 300 

kbps to 600 kbps per client connection is what you can expect, but these values can vary depending on 

your audio driver setup and the quality selections (high, low, mid, and whether the signal is mono or 

stereo). I don’t have any sort of QoS or bandwidth shaping running, so I think that can help with any 

issues revolving around dropouts or corruption, but my connection has plenty of bandwidth available so 

I haven’t run into many issues. 

The major stumbling block we had to overcome was switching to wired connections instead of using 

WiFi; Jamulus does not play nice with WiFi connections and you will experience a lot of periodic 

dropouts and audio glitching should you try to use it for your connections. Once both Ashley and myself 

switch to wired connections, the dropout issues nearly disappeared. The audio quality is very good, and 

we are able to play together on a number of songs, which is what we intended to do in the first place. 

There are songs where I take the lead or Ash takes the lead, so we needed something that would allow 

for both instances, as well as allow for us to play songs together. 

The video setup 
 

Like I mentioned before, we could have stopped there and had an audio-only broadcast, but people like 

seeing our faces, so we needed a way to pair video with this audio. The main problem is that the video is 

coming in way behind the audio, so another piece of software was needed to blend everything together: 

OBS (Open Broadcaster Software). If you’re not familiar, this software allows broadcast-quality options 

for streaming to virtually any type of ingest option available nowadays. It’s extremely popular with video 

game streamers and musician streamers; it has emerged as a leading alternative to many paid options 

on the market. 

What I’ve also done is set up my own custom RTMP server in order to bring in Ashley’s video stream. 

RTMP is a common streaming protocol that pretty much every major streaming platform uses. The 

wonderful news is that you can set up your own RTMP server for free using an open source web server 

called nginx. This server is typically used as a normal web server, but has a plugin for RTMP bundled in – 

all it takes is editing a few lines of a configuration file to enable it. 

Once that’s done, I have Ashley connect to my RTMP server from her phone using a free app called Larix 

Broadcaster, a fantastic streaming app that allows you to broadcast to a number of different types of 

servers (find it here). RTMP is nice because even if there are dropouts (which we don’t typically 
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experience), it doesn’t alter the timing of the video, which is key when doing a broadcast (and especially 

important to our setup). If there are dropouts, it will simply drop the frames and pick up where it left 

off, leaving the timing intact. 

Our OBS Setup 
 

Once all these moving parts are going, then it’s time to get stuff set up in OBS. I bring in Ashley’s 

streaming video as a Media Source object, add my camera directly as a Video Capture Device, and then 

add the audio from the iRig as an Audio Input Capture (this is the actual output from Jamulus). After I 

verify that everything’s connected, I’ll start streaming to whatever service we are streaming to – at the 

moment, we are using Restream.io to multistream to four different services (Twitch, Periscope, 

Facebook, and YouTube). On the Restream.io dashboard, there is a streaming monitor that allows you to 

view what your stream looks and sounds like before it goes out to the streaming services.  

Delay setup 
The next step is to delay the Jamulus audio to Ashley’s video, since her video is the most delayed part of 

the whole system. In OBS, you can set audio delays in the mixer without any plugins, and the results 

happen instantly, so it’s very useful when you are trying to match up audio and video. I will ask Ashley to 

clap and then watch the Restream.io streaming monitor to see what the delay is between the sound of 

her clapping and the video of her clapping. Then I will adjust the audio delay in OBS and ask her to clap 

again. This process takes about 5 – 10 minutes or so since you have to wait about 5 seconds to see the 

result. Typical delay amounts are about 5200 ms! 

Once Ashley’s video and the Jamulus audio are set up, then I will set about to delay my camera video to 

the Jamulus audio. On my Video Capture Device object, I can apply a delay filter and do the same thing 

Ashley did – clap and check the Restream.io streaming monitor to see the delay between my audio and 

video. Once all of that is resolved, we are ready to go live! 

Observations 
 

We still get the occasional dropout or stutter, but it is far better than our first attempt at doing all of 

this. I’m looking into stabilizing things on the server computer that I run the servers on, but that’s mostly 

a network thing. You don’t need a monster computer to do the RTMP stuff or Jamulus stuff – I see a 

number of people running their Jamulus servers on Raspberry Pi computers, so if you’ve got an older 

machine, you’re not out of luck. 

macOS is definitely more versatile to make this work on (this is compared only with Windows; I don’t 

have any experience using this on Linux). I was using Jamulus on Windows but I had to do a couple of 

workarounds due to driver issues. Once I switched over to running Jamulus on my Mac, I noticed macOS 

doesn’t really have that problem, and I’m still refining the process on there to hopefully exclude 

redundant hardware. 

Ashley’s end of the connection has a small amount of delay that can make playing together a little 

strange; we do tend to slow down throughout the songs the more delay that is present, so getting the 



delay down to a low level is the number one priority. Anything you can do to prioritize the Jamulus 

traffic can help – for instance, we tried streaming Ashley’s video over her cell phone’s LTE connection 

and leaving her wired home connection for Jamulus, and that vastly improved things on the connection 

end. 

Conclusion 
Thanks to a bunch of free, open-source software, we’re able to deliver performances that look fantastic 

on the audience end, and also are good for ourselves. It has been fun to keep playing the way that we’re 

used to playing despite not being in the same physical space, and hopefully other folks are finding fun 

and innovative ways to accomplish this. 


